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How charter school operators pocket public money 
through real estate 
In the Public Interest has gathered the following research on how charter school operators have 
used real estate arrangements and transactions to pocket public dollars meant for education. 

Spending Blind: The Failure of Policy Planning in California’s Charter School Facility Funding 
(2017) 
In this report, In the Public Interest reveals that a substantial portion of the more than $2.5 billion 
in tax dollars or taxpayer subsidized financing spent on California charter school facilities in the 
past 15 years has been misspent on: schools that underperformed nearby traditional public 
schools; schools built in districts that already had enough classroom space; schools that were 
found to have discriminatory enrollment policies; and in the worst cases, schools that engaged 
in unethical or corrupt practices. 

“Are Public Schools and Private Equity a Bad Mix?” (2016) 
Journalist Jeff Bryant looks at private equity’s role in charter school funding and asks: education 
endeavor or real estate venture? Bryant explains that these publicly financed arrangements 
come with great risks due to the high failure rates of charter schools. (Remember, in the eyes of 
proponents, a certain number of charter schools are supposed to fail in order to show that the 
system is “working.”) 

“Charter Schools Exploit Lucrative Loophole That Would Be Easy to Close” (2019) Researchers 
Derek Black, Bruce Baker, and Preston Green conclude that the biggest problem in charter 
school operations involves facility leases and land purchases. “Like any other business, 
charters need to pay for space. But unlike other businesses, charters too often pay 
unreasonably high rates—rates that no one else in the community would pay.” 

State of Ohio - Community School Facility Procurement (2019) 
Ohio’s Auditor of State found that many charter schools lease property at rates well above 
market value from companies that are directly connected to those charter allowing these 
“private companies to enter into questionable lease agreements with [charter schools] to their 
advantage at the expense of those schools and the Ohio tax payers who fund their operation.” 

“How Charter School Operators Enrich Themselves In Real Estate” (2017) 
Journalist Steven Rosenfeld summarizes the findings of a study comparing corporate 
management practices at five large charter schools to the financial shell game that occurred at 
Enron, the Texas-based energy conglomerate that imploded a dozen years ago. 
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